
EXPERIENCE THE
POWER OF COLLABORATIVE &

SEAMLESS SUPPORT TO IMPROVE
CUSTOMER LOYALTY



Introduction

It is the age of the customer 

So where does support go from here?

Enterprises find it difficult to manage their customer experiences today. Disparate systems, multiple channels and 
multi-touch points make it challenging for enterprises to manage customers and their experiences today. Since 
data is available in silos across an enterprise, it becomes complex to access customer insights in totality that 
could improve ways to engage with their customers. This translates to low brand stickiness and visibility. 
Improving the customer experience doesn’t have to be a guessing game. A great customer experience is made 
up of multiple interactions. That’s why enterprises of the future need to move from measuring the customer 
experience based on individual interactions to think of the BIG picture and measure overall customer satisfaction. 
This will create happier and more loyal customers. 

To stand out in today’s increasingly digital world, enterprises need to adapt to the disruptions by tapping into the 
market, understanding prevalent trends and always anticipating what’s coming next. This digital world is not just 
about technology, strategy and business, but also about cultures that are changing rapidly. This is definitely the 
age of the customer. Enterprises are transforming their processes to match customer requirements. Unless your 
company owns the largest market share or has the first-mover advantage, you need to have more than just a great 
product or service. Good customer service is the better half of a real successful business. 

Today’s enterprise 3.0 faces many challenges, as they run on a hybrid model of support. At one end they have 
legacy systems and on the other, they have adopted social channels and cloud based systems to help them get 
ahead of the curve. Besides these, the other limiting factors include lack of customer experience teams, a singular 
view of the customer, or measuring traditional metrics to name a few. These are some reasons why  most times 
despite having a great support model, the engagement fails to be short of expectations.    

Today, customers are more empowered, collaborative, informative, diverse and interactive. Realizing this growing 
trend, enterprises are introducing customer experience teams and loyalty indexes to create superlative  customer 
experiences.  

According to Aberdeen Group’s latest research on trends in customer service, technical support services 
contribute 22% of overall industry loyalty drivers. The report also finds that “nearly 50% of organizations are 
looking to increase revenue with the aid of better service and support”. CSS Corp is a leader in technology 
support. Our pedigree in providing world-class tech support solutions to some of the largest enterprise–class 
product companies gives us insight to create a painless product experience called Active 360+. Active 360+ 
offers our customers a comprehensive 3600 support model which integrates all the customer engagement touch 
points right from customer acquisition, to post sales support all the way to end-of-life support.   



At CSS Corp, we leverage best practices, robust processes, deep technology expertise and world-class support 
frameworks to deliver superior end-to-end support services. Our Active 360+ services augment your sales 
initiatives and provide better efficiencies within your system at lower costs. We layer an analytics platform 
spanning across our support channels, where we are able to provide a comprehensive view of the transactions 
across multi-touch points through a single dashboard. This dashboard tracks performance, functionality and 
reliability of your product to ensure customer satisfaction and loyalty. Our engineers are experts across carrier, 
enterprise and application infrastructure domains. CSS Corp also tracks the individual interactions of your 
customers like FCR, VOC, NPS, SLA compliance etc., along with measuring the overall customer satisfaction of 
all the transactions. By measuring overall satisfaction, we help our customers get a more accurate view of how 
satisfied a customer is with the support interaction they experience.  

Highlights of Active 360+

End-to-end product lifecycle support: Our Active 360+ ecosystem delivers superior customer experience 
    throughout the product lifecycle to enhance customer retention and increase lifetime value of customer 
    relationships

Y-O-Y cost reduction and increase in productivity: We deliver continuous optimization with enterprise level 
    process methodology that captures detailed sub-activities and metrics. Our Active 360+ support solution 
    results in significant cost savings with its cost effective global delivery model, experienced resources and 
    intelligent automation. Measures like self-help and enhanced agent productivity aligned with our proprietary
    Active Delivery Framework ensure ongoing productivity gains by 5% - 8% annually

Near real time reporting & dashboards: A singular view of all your customer data, giving you up-to-date 
    information on your customer’s interactions across all transactions/interactions

Multi-lingual support & global delivery model: CSS Corp helps clients leverage the right locations for a 
    superior customer experience at an optimal price by integrating advanced collaboration tools and proven 
    expertise in running global delivery operations from 13 delivery centres in 20 languages



About the client

Client success story

CSS Corp solution

Value delivered

About Us

China ll Costa Rica ll India ll Mauritius ll Philippines ll Poland ll Singapore ll UK ll USA   

The client is a global leader in delivering voice, data and video communication services to end-users, with 
operations in 130 countries. Their product range covers fixed, mobile and converged broadband networking 
devices. They needed an able partner who could augment their product base and provide exemplary customer 
support.

With tech support as our core strength, the CSS Corp team started providing support and augmented their 
‘Enterprise Data and SMB product’. Over the years, our level of quality and commitment to delivery was 
acknowledged by the client by increased outsourcing of more critical processes to us.

Starting with 15 members, the team is today a strong 180+ workforce providing Active 360+ support that 
includes a multi-lingual welcome center, multi-lingual technical support teams for all SMB and large enterprise,  
voice, data and converged communication products. Pre-sales and professional services support encompasses 
the portfolio of services provided. Our highly optimized, transparent processes help the client make strategic 
decisions and give them complete visibility in operations. 

CSS Corp is a leading technology company supporting enterprise and consumer products, managing IT infrastructure and deploying 
networks. We partner with many of the Fortune 1000 companies to help realize their strategic business outcomes. Our expertise and 
in-depth understanding of the enterprise & consumer product space, along with proven pedigree in Infrastructure Management 
(InfraSupport) helps customers increase revenues optimize costs, enhance IT availability and business efficiency, to more than 140 
customers worldwide. With a workforce of over 5500 technology professionals, across 13 locations globally, CSS Corp helps deliver 
world- class customer experience to clients.

To know more about our products and services and how they can better your end user experience, please visit www.csscorp.com or 
drop a mail to info@csscorp.com today!


